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Abstract 
 

The use of floating point number representation is very common in 
digital audio workstations and in signal processing. However there 
are no analogue to digital converters or digital to analogue 
converters for professional audio work that use floating point 
directly therefore fixed point values must be converted to floating 
point. The research literature on how this affects the sound quality 
is very scarce and thus a systematic investigation is motivated. In 
this thesis floating point signal chains are simulated, with various 
amounts of processing applied. Both 24 bit and 16 bit fixed point 
inputs and outputs are used. When the conversion is 
nontransparent, the 32 bit and 64 bit intermediate formats produce 
similar amounts of deviation for 16 bit input and output. When the 
input and output is 24 bit fixed point the 32 bit intermediate format 
produces fewer deviations however the magnitude is greater. When 
the conversion is transparent no deviations were found when using 
64 bit intermediate format, regardless of input and output format. 
The 32 bit intermediate signal chain however produces deviations 
that increase in number by the square root of the number 
calculations performed when input and output is 24 bit. When input 
and output is 16 bits the 32 bit intermediate format produces no 
deviations from the original file. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Digital audio is today the most common format for storing audio information, and it is more 
common than not that the digital audio workstation (DAW) has replaced the analogue tape 
machine as the main recorder in studio environments. The increasing power of personal 
computers also enables engineers and producers to do all mixing completely within the 
confines of the computer. The power of the modern computer also lets the engineer apply 
digital signal processing (DSP) to the material directly in the computer. However, with these 
advances come a number of choices for engineers. There is now a myriad of different DAWs 
available on the market, in different price ranges and featuring different technologies. To 
make the situation even more complicated, there is a constantly increasing number of third 
party plug-ins available that extends the signal processing capabilities of the DAWs. The 
responsible engineer should make an informed decision regarding what software and plug-ins 
to use with regards to audio quality. He/she should make sure that the signal integrity is 
maintained throughout the signal chain and that any degradation is either wanted or 
unavoidable. We should at the very least expect the engineer to be aware of the degradation 
that might occur. 
 
As central processing units (CPUs) with 64 bit registers are now available and operating 
systems are now capable of utilizing this, 64 bit audio seems quite tempting. It seems intuitive 
that the use of 64 bits would produce higher quality than the use of 32 bits however the 
situation is more complicated than this. When discussing 32 bit and 64 bit digital audio it is 
assumed that the samples are represented with floating-point arithmetic. There are, however, 
currently no analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) or digital-to-analogue converters (DAC) 
that use floating point. All current ADCs and DACs use fixed point and this means an 
additional conversion must be done inside the DAW.  There are claims of increased audio 
quality by using 64 bits in the marketing material of some DAWs [1] and plug-in 
manufacturers while others claim there are no increased audio quality [2][3]. The scientific 
literature on this subject is however extremely scarce [4]. This means that the subject should 
be systematically investigated since it is important for the audio engineer in deciding what 
equipment to use and also for the design engineer when new audio products are developed, 
both software and hardware. 

1.1 Research question 
 
Will the use of a 64 bit floating point intermediate signal chain produce less deviation from an 
original fixed point audio file than a 32 bit floating point signal chain after requantization to 
the original fixed point format? 
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1.2 Purpose and Limitations 
 
It is important for the audio engineer to choose the proper equipment for their recording, 
mixing and processing needs. Many of these tasks are today carried out in the digital domain. 
From a technical point of view, it is desirable that the digital systems employed are 
transparent and accurate. This gives the engineer as great control of the end result as possible, 
and ensures that any nonlinearities affecting the sound is added knowingly and with the 
desired effect. Thus, it is important for the engineer to consider the intermediate storage of the 
audio samples throughout their systems. The intermediate storage determines the precision 
with which the audio is represented and thus is a big factor affecting the accuracy and 
transparency of the digital audio system. The results of the research treated here will aid the 
engineer in choosing equipment that meets their standards for accuracy and transparency. It 
will not, however, aid in understanding the perceptual effects of the equipment since no 
considerations are given as to whether any differences detected here are audible. 
 
It is also important for the design engineer of digital audio equipment to understand how the 
precision of the intermediate storage will affect their equipment. They need to be confident 
that the accuracy is high enough to not introduce unwanted artifacts or unexpected behavior 
of their equipment. Moorer [16], for example, found that floating point representation may 
cause unexpected and unwanted behavior in digital filters. This research focuses on the effects 
of rounding errors that occurs due to the wordlength of the intermediate floating point 
representation. The results will thus aid the design engineer to ensure that the equipment 
behaves as desired and to have confidence in its audio quality. 
 
This research applies only to sources that, at some point before the floating point signal chain, 
have been stored in fixed point format. Thus the results does not generalize to audio that has 
been generated in the digital domain as floating point values directly with the use of, for 
example, software synthesizers.  
 
To a small extent, this thesis also treats statistical distributions of real music signals on a 
sample value level. The purpose of this is to be able to approximate musical signals with 
random numbers. Some previous research has been done in this regard, such as in Kontro et al 
[6] and Mijić et al [18]. However neither of these presents the statistical parameters necessary 
for random number generation. Furthermore Kontro et al [6] only base their conclusions on 
one music sample of two genres, which means their conclusions may not be representative of 
the genres. The method of approximating real music with random numbers, as is done in this 
thesis, can be used in future research. While some refinements can be done to the 
investigations into the statistical properties of musical signals presented in this thesis (see 
section 5. Discussion), the statistics can still provide a starting point for future research where 
the properties of musical signals must be known. Furthermore it can provide engineers with 
better understanding of how the musical material they are working with may be affected by 
their choice of digital audio equipment.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Digital audio basics 

2.1.1 Representing numbers 
 
The most common way to represent a number is in what is called base 10. This means that a 
number can take on 10 different values such as 0-9. For values up to 9 this is pretty 
straightforward. But when larger values are to be represented, for example 981, it can be 
viewed as: 
 
9 * 102 + 8 * 101 + 1 * 100 
 
What is shown here is that each individual digit in the number 981 is weighted by a power of 
10, based on its position in the number. Note however that the power is the position -1 so that 
the first weighting is raised to the power of 0 and the second to the power of 1 and so on. This 
means that each digit represents counts of ones, tens, hundreds and so on. This way of 
representing a number is very intuitive to most people and the weighting process described 
above is rarely even considered. In digital systems, base 10 arithmetic is not used. Instead, 
binary numbers and arithmetic is used. This number system works similarly to base 10 except 
the base is 2. The only valid numbers are 1 and 0 and we can consider these to mean the same 
as in base 10. So the number 1 would then be represented in binary as simply 1. The number 
981, however, would be 1111010101. Again this is because of the weighting but here with 
powers of 2, since each position can only hold 1 of 2 values. A demonstration on the decimal 
number 981 would thus look like this: 
 
1 * 29 + 1 * 28 + 1 * 27 + 1 * 26 + 0 * 25 + 1 * 24 + 0 * 23 + 1 * 22 + 0 * 21 + 1 * 20 
 
If we simplify this we get: 
 
512 + 256 + 128 + 64 + 16 + 4 + 1 = 981 
 
When considering digital systems each individual digit in the binary number is called a bit [5, 
p. 104]. A group of 8 bits is referred to as a byte [5, p. 104]. The bit that has the greatest 
weighting is referred to as the most significant bit (MSB) and the bit with the smallest 
weighting is referred to as the least significant bit (LSB). A number represented digitally in a 
binary number system is called a word [5, p. 102]. Therefore, the total amount of bits in a 
number is called the word length. The number in the demonstration above thus has a word 
length of 10 bits. In digital audio, and computing in general, a fixed word length is used. For 
example, CD audio uses a word length of 16 bits. 
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2.1.2 Number representation in digital audio 
 

2.1.2.1 Fixed point 
 
In the previous section the decimal number 981 was represented as a binary number. This was 
done in what is called unsigned fixed point representation. The term fixed point refers to the 
fact that the placement of the decimal point is fixed. This way of representing numbers in a 
binary system is the most intuitive and it is common to describe it when explaining how 
binary numbers work. However, only positive integers can be represented with this method. A 
requirement for digital audio is the ability to represent both positive and negative numbers. 
One theoretical way to do this is to have one bit representing the sign of the number. This 
seems simple but introduces undesirable ambiguity since it results in both a positive and a 
negative 0. Instead, in digital audio, a number representation called twos complement is used 
[5, p. 109]. This way of representing numbers in binary representation makes it easy for 
computer processors to perform mathematical operations on the numbers [5, p. 109]. The first 
bit can be considered a sign bit in twos complement. A 0 in this position means that the 
number is positive, and a 1 that the number is negative. Therefore the largest positive fixed 
point number that can be represented in 8 bit, twos complement is 0111 1111. In decimal 
numbers this would be 127. To represent a negative number in twos complement, one first 
writes it as a positive binary number, then flip all bits, and add 1. Therefore, if the number  
-127 is to be represented using twos complement, it would be 1000 0001. The use of twos 
complement makes it more difficult for humans to read but as stated earlier a computer 
processor can easier perform mathematical operations on the numbers.  One effect of using 
twos complement representation is that there is only one 0 value and it is the positive one. 
However, in practice the 0 value is considered unsigned, and therefore, there is one more 
negative number. For example in signed 8 bit twos complement the largest positive number is 
127 (0111 1111 in binary) and the largest negative number is -128 (1000 0000 in binary).  
 
When fixed point numbers are used in audio applications there is no headroom above the 
largest possible positive or negative value. This means that if one tries to represent a value 
outside this range; digital clipping will occur since there are no more bits to allocate.  
 

2.1.2.2 Floating-point 
 
There is yet another way to write a number in binary representation. This is called floating 
point. A simple way to understand floating point numbers is to view them as written in 
scientific notation [5, p. 104]. If we wanted to write for example the decimal number 500 in 
base 10 scientific notation we would write 5 * 102. The number is multiplied by a power of 
10. Scientific notation is very efficient for representing very large and very small values since 
it uses very few digits. Digital processors however, require that the number is represented as a 
base 2 number, i.e. binary. There are three parts of a floating point number: the sign bit, the 
exponent and the mantissa [5, p.104]. The mantissa is simple to understand as this is just an 
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unsigned fixed point binary value. The exponent is a power of 2 which the mantissa is 
multiplied with. The sign bit simply signifies whether the number is positive or negative. As 
in fixed point, a 1 is negative and a 0 is positive. A floating point number y is thus represented 
as [6]: 
 
y = sign(x) m 2

c (eq. 1) 
 
where sign(x) is the sign bit, m is the mantissa and c is the exponent as a power of 2 [6]. 
 
How to represent floating-point numbers in digital systems is defined in the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard number 754 [7]. This standard specifies 
32, 64 and 128 bits floating-point number systems. In audio however, the most relevant are 
the 32 and 64 bit versions.  The IEEE standard [7] specifies that the mantissa should be 
normalized. This means that the most significant bit should always be used and the exponent 
changes accordingly.  Since the mantissa is normalized it is possible to make the most 
significant mantissa bit implicit, that is: it does not have to be an actual part of the transmitted 
binary word [8]. In practice this means that the mantissa has one additional bit of precision. It 
is possible though, to run into a situation where the number to be represented is below the 
normalization threshold, which meaning that the number cannot be represented with a 
normalized mantissa. Dealing with these denormalized numbers often slows up the processor 
by taking up many processor cycles [8]. The problems of denormalized values are however 
beyond the scope of this thesis but they are worth mentioning.   
 

Bit allocation for IEEE 754-2008[7] floating-point numbers 

Word length Sign Exponent Mantissa Implicit mantissa MSB 
32-bit 1 8 23 1 
64-bit 1 11 52 1 

Table 1.The bit allocation for IEEE 754-2008 standard for floating-point numbers [7]. Note 

that the sign, mantissa and exponent bits add up to the total number of bits (word length) and 

that the mantissa has one additional bit of precision in the form of the implicit MSB. 

 

In fixed point representation, any integer can be exactly represented as long as there are 
enough bits to be allocated. So for a 16 bit fixed point word any whole number between  
-32768 through 32767 can be exactly represented. In floating point, however, a very large 
range of values are possible, but not every value within this range can be accurately 
represented. For example; the decimal value 0,6 cannot be exactly represented. Therefore, a 
system using floating point numbers has to round this value to the closest value that can be 
represented [9, p. 151].  
 
When floating point numbers are used in audio application, the valid range is set between  
-1.0 through +1.0. These values are equal to 0dBFS. If the number is outside this range, no 
clipping will occur as long as the value is not converted to fixed point.  
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2.1.3 Analogue-to-digital conversion 
 
Acoustic sounds are defined by Everest and Pohlmann [10, p. 1] as wave motions in some 
elastic media, usually air. It can also be viewed as fluctuations in air-pressure [5, p. 4]. This 
wave motion can be converted into an alternating electrical current by a microphone [11, p. 
48]. This alternating current is then a direct representation of the acoustical wave motion. 
That is: the signal is analogue to the wave motion.  Analogue sound representations can also 
be generated synthetically with, for example, synthesizers.  
 
Once the sound is represented by an alternating current it can also be converted to digital 
representation [5, p. 99]. Since an analogue signal is a direct representation of the sound, it is 
continuous in both time and amplitude. This means that the signal could be measured at any 
point in time, and the signal could take on any value within the dynamic range of the analogue 
system itself. The precision is therefore, in theory, infinite in an analogue system. A digital 
signal on the other hand is not a direct representation of the original sound. A digital signal 
consists of information that describes the sound so that it can be recreated. The digital signal 
is achieved by converting the analogue signal into a series of binary words. In theory, this is 
done by measuring the voltage of the incoming electrical signal and outputting a digital word 
that most closely correspond to the measured voltage level [5, p.126]. The measurements 
must be made at a sufficient rate in order to accurately represent the waveform. The Nyquist 
(or Shannon, or Kotelnikov) sampling theorem states that the analogue input must be sampled 
at at least twice the rate of the highest frequency that is to be represented [5, p.111]. Most 
modern ADCs for professional audio work utilize oversampled sigma-delta conversion 
technology [5, p.182]. These ADCs sample the input at a very high rate, usually some 
multiple of the sample rate that is to be used after the conversion. Sigma-delta converters use 
only a few bits in the oversampled stage. The signal is then decimated to a specified sample 
rate and word length as a series of fixed point numbers. Since digital audio samples are 
amplitude discrete, their values must be rounded to a value that can be represented. This 
process is called quantization. It is possible that the voltage of the analogue signal could 
correspond exactly to the voltage of a quantization step however the probability of this 
occurring is infinitely close to zero [12, p. 341] and it can thus be assumed that; any real 
signal will produce rounding errors in the analogue to digital conversion process. Formally, 
this is called quantization error. These errors are related to the signal itself and are thus 
perceived as distortion. Therefore, they are also known as quantization distortion. However, 
noise can be added before the sampling procedure in the ADC to decorrelate the error from 
the signal and instead add a constant noise floor. This noise is known as dither noise. When 
the error is decorrelated from the signal it is common to instead call this quantization noise. 

2.1.4 Signal to noise ratio 
 
In fixed point arithmetic, the sample values are distributed around the zero crossing in equal 
increments. This means that the precision is constant. Since the precision is constant, the 
quantization errors will be of equal magnitude regardless of the sample value. Thus, assuming 
the system is properly dithered, there will be a constant noise floor in a fixed point digital 
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audio signal. Since the noise floor is constant, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is dependent on 
the signal level [6]. However, in floating point formats, the scaling of the exponent causes the 
quantization steps to become smaller and smaller as it approaches the threshold of 
denormalization. This means that the precision increases with smaller sample values, and 
when the precision increases, the magnitude of the quantization errors decreases. Below the 
threshold of denormalization, a floating point system behaves the same as a fixed point 
system, in theory. How the system deals with denormalized numbers in practice is beyond the 
scope of this essay but according to Ekeroot [8] it would be plausible to set all denormalized 
values to 0. According to Kontro et al. [6] the quantization errors of a floating point system 
can be considered independent of the signal. The SNR for floating-point numbers can be 
calculated using eq.2 [6]. 
 
SNR = 6.02 bm + 7.4  (eq.2) 
 
Where bm is the number of bits in the mantissa, including the implicit MSB but excluding the 
sign bit. In Kontro et al. [6] eq. 2 is derived from the error variance of the relative round-off 
error model and thus this SNR value can be considered a mean value. The true SNR will 
however vary by roughly 6 dB [8]. This is because of the normalization of the floating point 
formats mantissa. Assuming the signal stays above the threshold of denormalization, the MSB 
of the mantissa will always represent at least half the current sample value. As previously 
explained, the normalization causes this bit to always be 1 and thus the mantissa cannot vary 
by more than half of its maximum value before the exponent changes. When the exponent 
changes the precision also changes and the SNR is reset. Table 2 summarizes the SNR 
calculations for 32 bit and 64 bit floating point formats. 
 

Word length SNR (eq. 2 ) 

32 bit 151.88 dB 
64 bit 326.46 dB 

Table 2 shows SNR calculation using eq.2s for the two word lengths 

 

What we can infer from this is that floating-point audio does not have a constant noise floor as 
fixed point does. On the contrary the absolute noise level will be modulated by the signal and 
therefore it is not meaningful to consider it a noise floor. SNR is a much more appropriate 
concept to use for floating point [6]. 

2.1.5 Floating point data types in C++ 
 
C++ is a common programming language for writing audio software. Thus it is common to 
use the standard C++ data types for storing the sample values of a digital audio signal in the 
intermediate signal chain. A data type can be described as a container for different kinds of 
data, stored as binary, numeric values [9, p. 17]. Thus digital audio samples are stored in these 
containers while the audio is processed or played back by the software. There are three 
floating point data types in the C++ standard, float, double and long double [9, p. 151] and 
two of these are the most relevant for audio applications. These are called float and double 
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[8]. The data type float uses 32 bit floating point and double uses 64 bits floating point. How 
these data types represent numbers is not explicitly defined in the C++ standard. It is in fact 
implementation dependent [9, p. 151], meaning; how the numbers are represented is 
dependent on the processor used during runtime. However, computer processors commonly 
comply with the IEEE standard for floating point numbers [13]. Thus it is highly likely that 
these data types will use the representation specified by IEEE [13].  
 

2.1.6 Conversion to and from floating-point 
 
There are no ADCs that convert to floating point numbers directly, so, if floating point 
arithmetic is used, a conversion has to be done from fixed point after the ADC. Consider, for 
example, a 16 bit digital audio stream that is processed using floating point. The range of the 
16 bit stream is -32768 through 32767 since it uses fixed point, twos complement 
representation. To use floating point this range has to be scaled down to the range of -1.0 to 
+1.0. This is done by dividing by the largest valid absolute value in the fixed point range. 
Thus, to convert 16 bit fixed point to floating point, every sample value is divided by 32768. 
This is how the C/C++ library libsndfile converts from fixed point to floating point [14]. 
However it is worth noting that this actually causes the positive range to be slightly less than 1 
as it is actually 32767/32768, or in decimal numbers 0.999969482421875. 
 
Conversion back to fixed point is a bit more difficult. Since the valid range of floating point 
numbers in the intermediate signal chain is from -1.0 to +1.0 it would be possible to have a 
sample that reaches exactly +1.0. The conversion can thus not be done as an opposite of the 
conversion to floating point since multiplying +1.0 with 32768 would result in an overflow in 
the fixed-point representation and thus cause clipping. One could therefore multiply with 
32767 instead. This way every sample within the valid floating point range is within the valid 
fixed point range. However, since the multiplication coefficient is different in the two 
conversions, some sample values may change in the process.  
 
If the developers ensure that no sample values are allowed to exceed + 0.999969482421875 it 
would be possible to multiply by 32768 when returning to fixed point. This would mean that 
the conversion would be bit transparent, at least in theory. This could be realized by having 
the clipping indicator light up when a value exceeds this level instead of +1.0 allowing the 
user to lower the level slightly to keep all samples within this range.  
 
The same issue is of course present for any word length the source may have; if it uses fixed 
point representation. The difference is only the coefficient used in the division and the 
multiplication as this is dependent on the original format.  
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2.2 Digital signal processing 
 
Since digital audio consists of a series of binary values at equal increments of time, 
processing in the digital domain means that mathematical operations are applied to these 
values. For instance; to change the level of audio in the digital domain, a multiplication is 
carried out on every sample. This is one of the simplest types of processing that can be carried 
out since it processes each sample value independently. Therefore, the result of the process is 
not dependent on the surrounding sample values. More advanced processing may use several 
consecutive samples in its process and thus, each samples value is not independent after the 
processing. Some processes might even be recursive, meaning that the output of the processor 
is also passed back to its input. What commonly happens when processing is carried out is 
that the word length necessary to describe the result of the mathematical operation becomes 
longer than the word length of the original audio data. After each operation the result must be 
requantized to the word length of the intermediate container format. This requantization is 
likely to cause rounding errors. It is possible that these rounding errors will then be 
compounded by subsequent operations and requantizations. This is, however, not a given 
since it is possible that the rounding errors will balance out if their sign is random. This 
cannot be controlled as this would require that all parameters of both the signal and the 
processing would be known when the algorithm is developed [15]. It is quite obvious that this 
is not feasible for an audio processing unit or DAW.   
 

2.3 Audio quality in digital systems 
 
Moorer [16] used Matlab to simulate different filters, using 48 bit fixed point and 64 bit 
floating point, and made comparisons between these word lengths. Moorer constructed 3 
different peak filters of varying complexity, and simulated a short noise sequence to which the 
filter was applied. During the first 1000 samples the filter was held at 44.1 Hz with a 
bandwidth of 22.05 Hz and 18 dB boost. The filter was then swept linearly up to 441 Hz and 
the bandwidth to 220.5 Hz over the next 2000 samples and during the last 1000 samples the 
filter was held constant at these settings. The performance of the fixed point filter is not of 
interest here however the floating point one is.  The first and simplest filter, a transposed, 
unnormalized, direct form filter, showed a signal that was: “…swamped by filter noise.” [16] 
during the first 1000 samples. Over the next 2000 samples, where the filter was swept, the 
amplitude-time plot (figure 4 in [16]) shows a curious oscillatory behavior from the filter. In 
the two more complex filter architectures used, the initial noise was very much improved but 
some of the oscillatory behavior remained in both these filters (figures 5 and 6 in [16]). The 
fact that these floating point filters displayed such unexpected behavior, hints at a possibility 
of finding differences between 32 bit and 64 bit floating point intermediate formats. 
 
In addition to the findings of Moorer just reviewed, some interesting insights can be drawn 
from Kontro et al [6]. They investigated whether it was plausible to use shorter floating point 
word lengths than the IEEE standard 32 bit could be used for consumer products. They 
conclude that these formats could be used in practical applications but that the 32 bit IEEE 
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standard might be required when certain types of processing is required.  Their conclusion 
however is not that interesting for this essay but rather some of their data.  They calculated, 
not only the format SNR, but also SNR for various filters. They used a 3rd order Chebyshev 2 
IIR filter as: a 50 Hz High-pass filter, a 7 kHz Low-pass filter and as a parametric equalizer. 
For the parametric equalizer, two SNR calculations were done; One with a 12 dB boost at 100 
Hz with a Q-value of 10, and the second with a 12 dB boost at 5 kHz and Q-value 5. The 
filters were constructed using the transposed direct form II and normalized lattice structures. 
Table 3, 4, 5 and 6 summarize the results of these calculations for the 32 bit floating point 
format. 
 

50 Hz High-pass filter 

SNR Normalized lattice SNR Transposed direct form II 
139 dB 90 dB 

Table 3. SNR of 50 Hz High-pass filter. Adapted from Kontro et al [6]. 

 

7 kHz Low-pass filter 

SNR Normalized lattice SNR Transposed direct form II 
149 dB 146 dB 

Table 4. SNR of 7 kHz Low-pass filter. Adapted from Kontro et al [6]. 

 

100 Hz parametric 12 dB boost, Q=10 

SNR Normalized lattice SNR Transposed direct form II 
140 dB 87 dB 

Table 5. SNR of 100 Hz parametric boost. Adapted from Kontro et al [6]. 

 

5 kHz parametric 12 dB boost, Q=5 

SNR Normalized lattice SNR Transposed direct form II 
148 dB 146 dB 

Table 6. SNR of parametric 5 kHz boost. Adapted from Kontro et al [6]. 

 
What is revealed in this data is that the SNR of these filters is considerably less than the SNR 
previously calculated. This may thus be in part due to rounding errors in the calculations in 
the filters. If so, it is possible that a longer word length would perform better since the greater 
precision in the mantissa may lead to smaller rounding errors and thus less compounding 
errors in the filter calculations. 
 
Furthermore Leonard and Buttner-Schnirer [4] demonstrates that there are differences in the 
summing and gain changing between DAWs. In their pilot study they recorded multitrack 
songs through an analogue console resulting in 6 stereo and 2 mono stems. These were then 
mixed in various DAWs by adjusting the gain equally for all stems and hard panning the 
channels of the stereo stems. The differences that they could demonstrate were also audible by 
some experienced listeners. However, following up on this study, Leonard et al found that an 
error had occurred in their experiment where one mono stem had accidentally been summed 
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with the stereo stems and this caused the panning laws of the DAWs under test to affect the 
result [17]. When reexamining the topic in [17], they found that once panning law differences 
could be disregarded; there were only minimal differences between the DAWs. No research 
participant could discriminate between the DAWs used in a statistically significant manner 
 (p = .05) [17]. 
 

2.4 Music signal properties 
 
When evaluating audio quality in digital systems, statistical properties of the intended signals 
should be known [6]. Kontro et al. [6] extracted audio data from CD and found that rock 
music had an amplitude distribution approximately similar to a normal(also called Gaussian 
(see fig. 1)) distribution, and classical music had an amplitude distribution that was 
approximately similar to a Laplacian (sometimes known as the double exponential (see fig. 
2)) distribution. However, their conclusion was based on only one sample of music from each 
genre so they should be interpreted with some caution. Furthermore only the mean (in the 
form of bits used) were presented and not the standard deviation. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Normal (also known as Gaussian) distribution.The y-axis show probabilities and the x-

axis is standard deviations. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Laplacian (also known as double exponential) distribution.The y-axis is probabilities 

and the x-axis is standard deviations. 
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Mijić et al. [18] did a more comprehensive analysis of the statistical properties of music 
signals. While this data does present the mean values they do not present variance or standard 
deviation. In addition to that their data is based on RMS values with an integration time of 10 
ms. When evaluating the audio quality of a digital system it is of more interest to know the 
statistical properties on a per sample basis. RMS values are inappropriate since they in 
themselves represent a kind of mean value.  It is however noteworthy that the Mijić et al. data 
show amplitude distributions which are close to normally distributed. Some genres are more 
skewed than others though. Their data is also based on much larger samples and thus they are 
more likely to be representative of the musical genres than the Kontro et al. [6] data. 
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3. Method 
 
In order to answer the research question the following has been done: 
 

• Generate test files 
- One file consisting of all possible sample values in a 16 bit fixed point wav file 
- One file consisting of all possible sample values in a 24 bit fixed point wav file 

• Simulate a digital signal chain using floating point intermediate format in: 
- 32 bit floating point 
- 64 bit floating point 

• A comparison program has been written that reads samples from the original and the 
processed file and compares them. The program then prints out the amount of 
differences between the two, the maximum difference and the mean of these 
differences and the cumulative deviation. 
 
 

The simulated audio chain has been made in 6 different versions. 
1. Converts the fixed point audio data to the two floating point formats and then back and 

writes a new .wav file with the resulting values.  
2. This version attempts to provoke differences with an extreme gain change of -700 dB 

and then +700 dB 
3. uses a more realistic gain processing of -3 dB and +3 dB 
4. applies an additional stage and so changes gain by -3 dB, +3 dB, -8 dB and +8 dB 
5. is the same as 4 but adds -16 dB, +16 dB, - 2dB and + 2 dB gain processes 
6. is the same as 5 but adds -22 dB, + 22 dB, -12 dB, + 12 dB, -25 dB, +25 dB, -27 dB 

and +27 dB gain processes 
 

All of the above audio chains should, in theory, not produce any deviation from the original. 
However, due to rounding errors in the requantization after each gain change, differences may 
occur. 
 
To approximate the effect any error would have on real music signals, 6 additional test files 
were generated using random numbers. 

• 1 is 16 bit white noise i.e. uniform random numbers 

• 2 is 24 bit white noise 

• 3 is 16 bit random numbers from a Gaussian probability density function 

• 4 is 24 bit random numbers from a Gaussian probability density function 

• 5 is 16 bit random numbers from a Laplacian probability density function 

• 6 is 24 bit random numbers from a Laplacian probability density function 
 
Due to the lack of standard statistical measurement in both [6] and [18], it was necessary to 
statistically analyze some audio data before generating the random number test files.  
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All programs are coded in C++ and use standard C++ libraries, the C/C++ library libsndfile 
[19] and the Boost [20] C++ library. When libsndfile or Boost libraries are used, it is noted 
explicitly in the method section. The source code is written in Windows Notepad and are 
compiled using the mingw [21] GNU compiler on a PC running a Windows 7 Home Premium 
64 bit operating system, and using an Intel Core i7-2630QM quad-core processor. 
 

3.1 Statistical analysis of music signals 
 
Since the papers on the statistical properties of music signals [6][18] described in the 
introduction section does not present enough information to generate random numbers that 
approximate real music signals, an analysis of this had to be done for this thesis as well.  
 
5 different CDs by different artists or composers were chosen in the genres of rock and 
classical music. The CDs were chosen from the CD archive of the library at Luleå University 
of technology, campus Piteå. It is worth noting that the CDs were not chosen at random since 
only artists or composers whose names were familiar to the author were selected. The track 
number was then chosen randomly using the random.org [22] random number generator, set 
to generate a number in the range of the number of tracks on the CD. Next the audio sample 
values were read from the chosen tracks individually and output to .txt files. Due to the 
enormous amount of data contained in the sound files, a simple random sampling procedure 
was used to reduce the amount of data to analyze. This was done by generating random 
numbers with the Boost pseudo random number generator mersenne twister and a uniform 
distribution. The pseudo random number generator generated integers between 0 and 9 and if 
the value generated was 0 the sample read was output to the .txt file. Thus the sampled data 
was 10% of the original audio data.  Silence (samples below the absolute value of 4 were 
counted as silence in the beginning and end of the files) was removed from the beginning and 
the end of the files using HxD [8]. HxD is a hex code editor which allows the use to read and 
modify files on a very low level by reading the bit patterns as hexadecimal numbers. Mean 
values and standard deviations for each track were then calculated using Octave [23].  Octave 
is a GNU alternative to the commercial program Matlab [23]. The mean of the means for each 
genre and the mean standard deviation was then used in the random number generations (see 
next section). The extracted data was also plotted in Quartile-quartile plots (QQ-plots) and 
compared to the normal and the Laplacian distributions in octave to see whether the 
distributions in [6] are valid approximations of real music signals. If the sampled data has the 
same distribution it is compared to it will follow a straight line. Thus if the line generated is 
approximately straight it can be concluded that the sampled data follows this distribution. In 
this test only the normal and the Laplacian distributions are used for comparison since [6] 
found that these approximate rock and classical music, and also because in [18] the 
distributions appear to be approximately normally distributed. 
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3.1.1 Results of statistical analysis 
 

3.1.1.1 Classical music 
 

Music sample mean standard deviation 
Britten [24]   0,42 1475 
Dvořák [25] -7,38 3270 
Grieg [26] -50,53 1238,3 
Shostakovich [27]  0,54 1806,7 
Tchaikovsky [28]  -13,94 2516 
Table 7 shows mean and standard deviation of sampled audio data for the classical music 

samples. The music samples are named here after the composer. 

 

 

 
Fig 3 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [24] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig 4 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [24] with the normal distribution. 

 

From fig. 3 and fig. 4 it is obvious that the sample value distribution of the classical piece by 
Britten [24] is most closely approximated by the Laplacian distribution. 
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Fig 5 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [25] with the Laplacian distribution. 

 

 

 
Fig.6 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [25] with the normal distribution 

 

As is seen by fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the distribution of sample values in Dvořáks [25] piece is most 
closely related to the Laplacian distribution. 
 
 

 
Fig.7 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [26] with the Laplacian distribution 
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Fig.8 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [26] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 reveal that the sample value distribution of the piece by Grieg [26] also is 
most closely related to the Laplacian distribution. 
 

 
Fig. 9 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [27] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig. 10 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [27] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show that Shostakovich’s [27] piece is also best approximated by the 
Laplacian distribution. 
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Fig. 11 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [28] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig. 12 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [28] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 11 and Fig 12  Show that Tchaikovsky’s[28] piece is also best approximated with a 
Laplacian distribution. Thus all of the classical music samples are best approximated with the 
Laplacian distribution in accordance with [6]. 
 

3.1.1.2 Rock music 
 

music sample mean standard deviation 
AC/DC [29] -2,07 8768,2 
the Beach Boys [30] 11,53 7043,8 
Blue Öyster Cult [31] 20,66 4809,2 
Credence Clearwater Revival [32] 7,63 8234,1 
Fleetwood Mac [33] -143,51 2305,6 
Table 8 show the mean and standard deviation of the sampled rock songs. The songs are here 

named after the band that played them 
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Fig. 13 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [29] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig. 14 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [29] with the normal distribution 

 

From Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 it appears as if the normal distribution is a better approximation of 
the AC/DC song [29] than the Laplacians distribution. 
 
 

 
Fig. 15 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [30] with the Laplacian distribution 
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Fig. 16 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [30] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 suggest that also the Beach boys’ song [30] is better approximated with 
the normal distribution. 
 
 

 
Fig. 17 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [31] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig. 18 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [31] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show that the sample value distribution of the Blue Öyster Cult song [31] 
is more closely related to that of the normal distribution. 
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Fig. 19 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [32] with the Laplacian distribution 

 

 

 
Fig. 20 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [32] with the normal distribution 

 

Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 Show that also the sample value distribution of the Credence Clearwater 
Revival song [32] is more closely related to the normal distribution than the Laplacian 
distribution. 
 
 

 
Fig. 21 show the QQ-plot comparing music sample [33] with the Laplacian distribution 
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Fig. 22 shows the QQ-plot comparing music sample [33] with the normal distribution. 

 

Comparing Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 reveals that the sample value distribution of the Fleetwood 
Mac song [33] is more closely related to the Laplacian distribution than the normal 
distribution. 
 
Since only the sample value distribution of the Fleetwood Mac song [33] of the rock music 
samples is more closely related to the Laplacian distribution than the normal distribution it is 
concluded that the normal distribution will be the best approximation for rock music. 
 

3.1.2 Conclusion of statistical analysis 
 
From the previous section it appears as if classical music is best approximated by a Laplacian 
distribution and rock music by the normal distribution. This conclusion is further solidified by 
Kontro et al [6] where they found the same. Thus, the mean of the means and the mean 
standard deviation of the classical music will be used as parameters for generating the 
Laplacian random numbers that will approximate classical music. The mean of the means and 
the mean standard deviation of the rock music samples will be used as parameters to generate 
the normally distributed random numbers that will approximate rock music. These are 
presented in Table 9 below. 
 

Genre mean of means mean standard deviation 
Classical music -14,18 2 061,2 
Rock music -21,15 6 232,18 
Table 9, the mean of means and the mean standard deviation for the two music genres 
 

CD audio use 16 bits signed fixed point representation so to get the appropriate values for 24 
bits the results must be transformed. Both the mean and the standard deviation are thus 
multiplied by 28.This scales the mean and the standard deviation into the same relative range 
of the 24 bit values as the 16 bit values. 
 

Genre mean of means mean standard deviation 
Classical music -3 630,11 52 7667,2 
Rock music -5 414,81 1 595 438,08 

Table 10 presents mean of means and the mean standard deviation of rock music scaled to the 

same relative value in 24 bit fixed point. 
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3.2 File writers 
 
The file writing programs were written using C++ and the C/C++ library libsndfile [19]. 
Libsndfile was used to simplify reading and writing of sound files by providing readily 
available functions for this. Excerpts of the source code for the file writing software is 
available in appendix B. The sound files and the full source code can be accessed through 
correspondence with the thesis author at e.grundstrom@gmail.com. 

3.2.1 Ramp files 
 
The files that contain all possible sample values are called ramp file. This is because they will 
take the shape of a ramp when plotted with sample values on the y axis and sample index on 
the x axis. This is essentially the same as the waveform display of most DAWs.  
 

 
Fig. 23 shows the waveform of the ramp files in REAPER [38]. In this particular figure it is 

the16 bit ramp file.  The24 bit ramp file looks exactly the same if the zoom is set so that the 

whole waveform shows (the 24-bit ramp file is over 6 minutes long at a sample rate of 44,1 

kHz). 

 
First an array was initiated with 512 elements. Then the output-file is opened by a call to the 
sf_open function in libsndfile. A while loop is used to keep the program running until the 
maximum sample value is reached. Inside the while loop there is a for loop that simply steps 
up the sample values and stores them in one of the elements of the buffer array. When the 
buffer is filled with samples the function for writing to a sound file is called from libsndfile 
and thus these samples are written to the sound file.  
 
It is worth noting that there isn’t a data type in C++ that holds 24 bit signed integers. The data 
type short can store 16 bits of signed integers and the next larger data type int stores 32 bit 
signed integers. Therefore one byte is truncated when the 24 bit wav file is generated. 
Libsndfile truncates the least significant byte by default and thus the bit shift operator << in 
C++ was used to shift the generated data 8 bits to the left so that the samples were instead 
stored in the 3 most significant bytes. To ensure that the correct sample values were in fact 
written to the sound file it was viewed in the HxD [34] hex code editor.  
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Filename Sample origin Word length 

ramp16.wav all possible sample values at 
given word length 

16 bit 

ramp24.wav all possible sample values at 
given word length 

24 bit 

uniform16.wav uniform random number in 
the full range of the word 
length 

16 bit 

uniform24.wav uniform random number in 
the full range of the word 
length 

24 bit 

gaussian16.wav random numbers from a 
Gaussian distribution 

16 bit 

gaussian24.wav random numbers from a 
Gaussian distribution 

24 bit 

laplace16.wav random numbers from a 
Laplacian distribution 

16 bit 

laplace24.wav random numbers from a 
Laplacian distribution  

24 bit 

Table 11 shows the test-files, what kind of data is stored in them and what word length is 

used.  

3.2.2 Random number sound files 

3.2.2.1 White noise 
 
A similar approach was taken to generate the white noise sound files. However, here random 
numbers had to be generated instead of simply stepping through each possible sample value. 
To do this the Boost random library [35] was used, using the Mersenne twister pseudorandom 
algorithm included in the library [36] (see [37] for further information on the algorithm). For 
the 16 bit sound file values ranging from -32768 through +32767 were used, and for the 24 bit 
version the values ranged from –8388608 through +8388607. This generates random samples 
within the entire range of valid sample values. These samples were then stored in a buffer in 
the same way as the ramp files. Since there were no maximum sample value available due to 
the fact that this is random numbers a fixed length had to be set when the program would exit 
the while loop. The 16 bit white noise contains 4 seconds of audio at 44,1 kHz sample rate 
and the 24 bit version contain 8 seconds of audio data. 
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3.2.2.2 Gaussian 
 
This program is very similar to the white noise file writer. The Boost random library [36] was 
used again, and the pseudo random number generator algorithm Mersenne twister was used to 
generate random values from a Gaussian distribution. The program also outputs the sample 
values to a textile so that the distribution can be confirmed by statistical analysis. The 
Gaussian random numbers produced a 1 minute sound file. 
 

3.2.2.3 Laplacian 
 
To generate the Laplacian random numbers a different approach was needed. The boost 
random library does not support the Laplacian distribution directly so instead Octave [23] was 
used to generate these values. Octave is a GNU alternative to Matlab [23]. These random 
numbers were written to a .txt file which was opened by the file writing software and then the 
values were stored in a buffer array and then written to a sound file. Octave does not support 
input of parameters for the Laplacian distribution therefore the random numbers generated  
were multiplied by the standard deviation achieved by the statistical analysis of music signals 
previously described and they were offset by the mean before writing them to the .txt file. As 
for the Gaussian random numbers, the sound files containing the Laplacian random numbers 
are 1 minute long. 
 

3.2.2.4 Testing random number files 
 
The random number sound files were also tested to ensure they were distributed as expected. 
This was done similarly to the analysis of music signals however here the whole set of 
random numbers could be used. The random numbers were output to .txt files in all cases and 
these were loaded into octave and QQ-plots were generated. 
 
 

 
Fig. 24 shows the QQ-plot for the 16 bit white noise file compared to the uniform distribution. 
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Fig. 25 shows the QQ-plot for the 24-bit white noise file compared to the uniform 

distribution. 

 

 

 
Fig. 26 shows the QQ-plot for the 16 bit Gaussian random numbers file compared to the 

normal distribution. 

 

 

 
Fig. 27 shows the QQ-plot for the 24 bit Gaussian random numbers file compared to the 

normal distribution. 
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Fig. 28 shows the QQ-plot for the 16-bit Laplacian random numbers file compared to the 

Laplacian distribution. 

 

 

 
Fig. 29 shows the QQ-plot for the 24-bit Laplacian random numbers file compared to the 

Laplacian distribution. 

 

As can be seen from the figures in this section all of the random numbers show very straight 
QQ-plot lines. Thus they are ensured to have the intended distribution and can be used with 
confidence. 

3.3 Processing and conversion programs 
 
The first programs as mentioned converts the original fixed point audio data into floating 
point and then converts them back and writes a new sound file with these values.  
This is done by calling the sf_open function from libsndfile and then reading the audio data 
with functions in the library. The sf_read function in libsndfile is able to read audio data from 
several different formats and automatically converts the data to a specified target format. To 
avoid this the sf_read_short function was used when reading 16-bit files as this does not 
involve any conversion and for 24-bit sound files the sf_read_int was used. When the 
sf_read_int was used the bits had to be shifted to right to have the appropriate sample values 
since the sf_read_int function also reads the 24 bit data into the 3 most significant bits of the 
target container. The conversion is then done by dividing by 2b/2, where b is the number of 
bits. For 16-bits, this means 32768, and for 24 bit 8388608. The result of this division is 
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typecast explicitly into either a float or a double container depending on which is currently to 
be tested, using the static_cast<>() function. The data is then multiplied by (2b/2)-1, again b is 
the number of bits, and typecast explicitly into a short or an int container and then written to 
new sound file. However when using the static_cast<>() function I C++ the bits that does not 
fit in the target container is truncated and this was not desired therefore the round() function 
had to be called from the cmath standard library. This instead rounds to the nearest value that 
can be represented which causes less error in the calculation. 
 
When the various processing chains are used the program calculates the multiplication 
coefficients using the pow() function from the standard C++ library cmath and stores them in 
a double variable. This means that the gain coefficients are stored in 64 bit floating point 
format. When the 32 bit floating point samples are processed, an implicit type conversion is 
done on the 32 bit samples to 64 bit floating point during the calculation. When the 
calculations are done they are requantized to 32 bit.   The multiplication coefficients are 
calculated by rearranging the decibel equation eq. 3, adapted from Everest and Pohlman [10, 
p. 22] into eq. 4.  
 
dB = 20 log10 * x1/x2   (eq. 3)  
 
In eq. 3, dB is the decibel value and x1/x2 is the ratio of two values. 
 
C = 10dB/20 (eq. 4) 
 
Where C is the multiplication coefficient and dB is decibel value. C is equivalent to ratio of 
x1/x2 in eq. 3. 
 
This is done for both the 32 bit and the 64 bit audio chains. This means that there will be no 
difference in the multiplication coefficients between the two intermediate formats and thus 
any difference will be due to the precision of the intermediate format itself. In the processing 
signal chains the data is read in the same way as in the back and forth conversion program. 
The audio data is then multiplied by the appropriate coefficient variable. Except for +/- 700 
dB and +/- 3 dB, the gain changes in dB were chosen using random.org [22]. Table 8 gives 
the various processing used. 
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Gain coefficients  

Gain (in dB) Gain as a power 
of 10 

Gain as a power 
of 10 with 
simplified 
exponent 

Code used in process 
condition 

- 700 dB 10-700/20 10-35 pow(10, -35) 700dB 
+ 700 dB 10700/20 1035 pow(10, 35) 700dB 
- 3 dB 10-3/20 10-0.15 pow(10, -0.15) 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G 
+ 3 dB 103/20 100.15 pow(10, 0.15) 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G 
- 8 dB 10-8/20 10-0.4 pow(10, -0.4) 2G, 3G, 4G 
+ 8 dB 108/20 100.4 pow(10, 0.4) 2G, 3G, 4G 
- 16 dB 10-16/20 10-0.8 pow(10, -0.8)  3G, 4G 
+ 16 dB 1016/20 100.8 pow(10, 0.8) 3G, 4G 
- 2 dB 10-2/20 10-0.1 pow(10, -0.1) 3G, 4G 
+ 2 dB 102/20 100.1 pow(10, 0.1) 3G, 4G 
- 22 dB 10-22/20 10-1.1 pow(10, -1.1) 4G 
+ 22 dB 1022/20 101.1 pow(10, 1.1) 4G 
- 12 dB 10-12/20 10-0.6 pow(10, -0.6) 4G 
+ 12 dB 1012/20 100.6 pow(10, 0.6) 4G 
- 25 dB 10-25/20 10-1.25 pow(10, -1.25) 4G 
+ 25 dB 1025/20 101.25 pow(10, 1.25) 4G 
- 27 dB 10-27/20 10-1.35 pow(10, -1.35) 4G 
+ 27 dB 1027/20 101.35 pow(10, 1.35) 4G 

Table 12 shows gain changes in dB and their appropriate powers of 10 with original division 

by 20 and with simplified exponent (the division carried out) and the actual code that is in the 

program. The simplified exponent was calculated using a Texas Instruments TI-82 calculator. 

Also included are the processing conditions where the gain changes are used. 

 
Conversion back to fixed point was done using (2b/2)-1, where b stands for the number of bits, 
which for 16 bit audio files means 32767 and for 24 bit files 8388607. However, since this 
conversion process is not bit-transparent (see introduction section), the conversion and 
processing programs were modified in a second version as well, where the same value, i.e. 
2b/2 was used in the conversion back to fixed point. This doubles the amount of data to 
analyze however it also allows more precise conclusions to be made. 
 

3.4 Naming of processed files 
 
It is necessary that one can trace what processing has applied to each sound file. Therefore 
they were provided with names signifying what processing they have passed through and the 
source file from which they are generated. The files are thus named as: 
 
Source_process_intermediate word length 
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Furthermore, the files which have been processed by the modified versions of the programs 
have added _mod at the end of their names. These names will be used when presenting the 
results in this thesis since this format allows clear definitions of what files has been processed 
and what processing has been done to them. For example; the file rendered from the 
ramp16.wav original with the 700 dB gain change with 64 bit intermediate format and 
processed by the modified version would have the name “ramp16_700dB_64_mod.wav”. 
Refer to the tables in the appendix for full specifications of all filenames and processes. 
 

3.5 Comparison program 
 
The comparison program opens two files by calling the sf_open function of libsndfile. It then 
reads samples from these files, using the sf_read function, into buffer arrays, one for each file. 
The program then subtracts the sample values of the second file from the sample values of the 
first file. The first file is always the original unprocessed file and the second is one of the 
processed files. If the result of the subtraction is anything else than 0, there is a difference 
between the files. The program counts the amount of deviating samples and it also sums the 
total value of any deviations. When all samples has been read from the sound files the 
program concludes if there are any difference at all, if not it prints a message telling the user 
this in the console window. If there are differences, it prints the amount of deviations that has 
occurred, the mean deviation, the largest deviation, and the total amount of samples read. To 
ensure the program is working correctly identical short files has been input and the program 
concludes that the files are the same. It has also been tested by inputting files designed 
specifically for testing this with two non-identical files with known deviations. The known 
deviations are confirmed by viewing the files in HxD [34]. The identical files have also been 
validated with the HxD file comparison function.  
 

3.6 Experiment 
 
Once all test files were generated, and all programs compiled and tested, the test files were 
sent through the processing programs and this generated new files with names as described in 
the method section. These files were then compared using the comparison program and the 
results were written down in tables. All comparisons have been run twice to ensure no error 
has occurred due to human factors. 
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4. Results and analysis 
 

4.1 Ramp files 

4.1.1 16-bit ramp-file 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

ramp16 ramp16_convert_32 65536 32767 1 1 32767 
ramp16 ramp16_convert_64 65536 32767 1 1 32767 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_32 65536 32777 1 1 32777 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_64 65536 32767 1 1 32767 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_32 65536 32779 1 1 32779 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_64 65536 32769 1 1 32769 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_32 65536 32783 1 1 32783 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_64 65536 32769 1 1 32769 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_32 65536 32801 1 1 32801 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_64 65536 32769 1 1 32769 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_32 65536 32769 1 1 32769 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_64 65536 32767 1 1 32767 

Table 13 shows results of comparisons for ramp16.wav original after processing with non-

bit-transparent conversion 

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

ramp16 ramp16_convert_32 65536 32767 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_convert_64 65536 32767 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_32 65536 32777 50,01% 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_64 65536 32767 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_32 65536 32779 50,02% 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_64 65536 32769 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_32 65536 32783 50,02% 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_64 65536 32769 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_32 65536 32801 50,05% 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_64 65536 32769 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_32 65536 32769 50,00% 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_64 65536 32767 50,00% 
Table 14 shows the percentages of changed values after processing rounded to two decimals. 

 
The first two lines in table 14 show that the conversion in itself changes 50% of the sample 
values, both when using 32 bit and 64 bit intermediate storage. This should be expected since 
the conversion is not bit-transparent due to the different multiplication coefficients applied in 
the conversion to and from floating point (see method section) and can be considered as a 
baseline measurement before the processing stages. Table 13 also reveals that only a 
maximum of 2 additional samples are changed when 64 bit intermediate storage is used 
throughout the processing chains. When the 32 bit chain is used more samples are changed. A 
maximum of 34 samples are changed. This means that the rounding errors occurring in 
primarily the 32 bit chain, but also for 2 samples in the 64 bit chain, is enough to change some 
sample values in the requantization back to fixed point.  
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Note however that the extreme gain change of 700 dB does not seem to have a very large 
effect on the amount of samples changed. Only 2 additional samples are changed compared to 
the conversion condition when the 32 bit intermediate format is used and no additional 
samples are changed when 64 bits are used. 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

ramp16 ramp16_convert32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_convert64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_1G_64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_2G_64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_3G_64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_4G_64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_32_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 
ramp16 ramp16_700dB_64_mod 65536 0 0 0 0 

Table 15 shows the comparison results for ramp16.wav original after processing with bit-

transparent conversion 

 

Table 15 reveals that no samples are changed regardless of intermediate format when a bit 
transparent conversion is used. This suggests that there is an interaction effect between 
rounding errors in the processing steps and the conversion calculations unless this can be done 
transparently on a bit level. 
 

4.1.2 24 bit ramp file 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n difference m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

ramp24 ramp24_convert_32 16777216 8388607 1 1 8388607 
ramp24 ramp24_convert_64 16777216 8388607 1 1 8388607 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_32 16777216 8028803 1 1 8028803 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_64 16777216 8388607 1 1 8388607 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_32 16777216 7820801 1.01 2 7894123 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_64 16777216 8388609 1 1 8388609 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_32 16777216 7609367 1.04 3 7902683 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_64 16777216 8388609 1 1 8388609 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_32 16777216 7553333 1.08 4 8136829 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_64 16777216 8388609 1 1 8388609 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_32 16777216 8105997 1 1 8105997 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_64 16777216 8388607 1 1 8388607 

Table 16 shows the comparison results for ramp24.wav original file after processing with 

non-bit-transparent conversion 
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File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

ramp24 ramp24_convert_32 16777216 8388607 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_convert_64 16777216 8388607 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_32 16777216 8028803 47,86% 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_64 16777216 8388607 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_32 16777216 7820801 46,62% 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_64 16777216 8388609 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_32 16777216 7609367 45,36% 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_64 16777216 8388609 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_32 16777216 7553333 45,02% 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_64 16777216 8388609 50,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_32 16777216 8105997 48,32% 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_64 16777216 8388607 50,00% 
Table 17 shows percentage of affected samples rounded to two decimals. 

 
The first two lines in table 15 show that 50% of the samples are changed when only 
conversion back and forth is done. The amount of samples changed is the same regardless of 
intermediate format, as should be expected. In the following processing condition, the 64 bit 
intermediate format chain only changes an additional 2 samples due to the processing, and 
this seems to occur only after more than two calculations, considering that neither the 700, or 
3 dB, gain condition does not change any additional sample values. However, when the 32 bit 
chain is used there is actually less samples that are changed opposed to the only conversion 
condition. A maximum of almost 5% less samples are in fact changed which can be 
considered a big effect. Note however the maximum deviation in quantization steps in the 
ramp24_4G_32 condition is 4. This means that the difference between at least one sample in 
the 4G condition is 4 quantization steps from the original.  
  
Note that the 700dB_32 condition change fewer samples than the 1G_32 condition despite 
having the same number of calculations.  
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

ramp24 ramp24_convert32_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_convert64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_32_mod 16777216 719618 1 1 719618 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_32_mod 16777216 1245610 1 1 1245610 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_32_mod 16777216 2078344 1.01 2 2106124 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_32_mod 16777216 2886940 1.05 3 3020232 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_32_mod 16777216 565222 1 1 565222 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_64_mod 16777216 0 0 0 0 
Table 18 shows comparison results of ramp24.wav original after processing with bit-

transparent conversion 
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File 1 File 2 samples n  difference 
percentage 

ramp24 ramp24_convert32_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_convert64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_32_mod 16777216 719618 4,29% 
ramp24 ramp24_1G_64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_32_mod 16777216 1245610 7,42% 
ramp24 ramp24_2G_64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_32_mod 16777216 2078344 12,39% 
ramp24 ramp24_3G_64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_32_mod 16777216 2886940 17,21% 
ramp24 ramp24_4G_64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_32_mod 16777216 565222 3,37% 
ramp24 ramp24_700dB_64_mod 16777216 0 0,00% 
Table 19 shows percentages of affected samples for ramp24.wav original after processing 

with bit-transparent conversion. 

 

As can be seen in the first two lines of table 17, no samples are changed in the conversion 
condition regardless of intermediate word length, as should be expected. When the 64 bit 
chain is used, the processing does not change any sample values either. When the 32 bit chain 
is used however, the number of samples changed increase with the number of calculations. In 
the 1G_32 condition 4,29% of samples are changed, and in the 4G_32 condition a full 17,21% 
of samples are changed. In this condition it is also worth noting the maximum change is 3 
quantization levels.   
 
It is worth noting again that the +/- 700 dB gain condition actually changes less samples than 
the +/- 3dB gain condition when the 32 bit chain is used.   
 

 
Fig. 30 shows the percentage of affected samples for ramp24.wav original file after 

processing as a function of number of calculations performed excluding calculations in the 

conversion process. This graph is when using 32 bit intermediate format and bit-transparent 

conversion. The 700 dB processing stage is also excluded here. 

 

Note the trend in Fig. 30. The percentage of samples changed is clearly related to the number 
of calculations performed. However the relation is not linear. The percentage of samples 
changed appears to be more closely related to the square root of the number of calculations 
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performed as is shown in Fig.31. 
 
 

 
Fig. 31 shows the percentage of samples changed as a function of the square root of 

calculations performed (blue dots) with fitted regression line (red). 

 

The Pearson correlation coefficient for this relation is 0.9946 and the fitted linear regression 
model has an R2 value of 0.9892. 
 

4.2 Random number signals 
 

4.2.1 16 bit white noise 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

uniform16 uniform16_convert_32 176640 88494 1 1 88494 
uniform16 uniform16_convert_64 176640 88494 1 1 88494 
uniform16 uniform16_700dB_32 176640 88499 1 1 88499 
uniform16 uniform16_700dB_64 176640 88494 1 1 88494 
uniform16 uniform16_1G_32 176640 88528 1 1 88528 
uniform16 uniform16_1G_64 176640 88494 1 1 88494 
uniform16 uniform16_2G_32 176640 88534 1 1 88534 
uniform16 uniform16_2G_64 176640 88496 1 1 88496 
uniform16 uniform16_3G_32 176640 88544 1 1 88544 
uniform16 uniform16_3G_64 176640 88496 1 1 88496 
uniform16 uniform16_4G_32 176640 88583 1 1 88583 
uniform16 uniform16_4G_64 176640 88496 1 1 88496 
Table 20 shows comparison results of uniform16.wav original with non-bit-transparent 

conversion 
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File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

uniform16 uniform16_convert_32 176640 88494 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_convert_64 176640 88494 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_700dB_32 176640 88499 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_700dB_64 176640 88494 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_1G_32 176640 88528 50,12% 
uniform16 uniform16_1G_64 176640 88494 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_2G_32 176640 88534 50,12% 
uniform16 uniform16_2G_64 176640 88496 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_3G_32 176640 88544 50,13% 
uniform16 uniform16_3G_64 176640 88496 50,10% 
uniform16 uniform16_4G_32 176640 88583 50,15% 
uniform16 uniform16_4G_64 176640 88496 50,10% 
Table 21 shows percentage of affected samples for uniform16.wav original file. 

 

As is displayed in table 15, no sample values are changed for a 16-bit sound file when the 
conversion to floating point and back can be done bit-transparent. Therefore no estimation of 
the effects on real-world signals is required as they would not be affected.  

4.2.2 24 bit white noise  
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

uniform24 uniform24_convert_32 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_convert_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_32 353280 169148 1 1 169148 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_32 353280 164485 1.01 2 166062 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_32 353280 160282 1.04 3 166361 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_32 353280 159224 1.08 3 171477 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_32 353280 170969 1 1 170969 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_64 353280 176832 1 1 176832 
Table 22 shows comparison results for uniform24.wav original after processing with non-bit-

transparent conversion. 
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File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

uniform24 uniform24_convert_32 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_convert_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_32 353280 169148 47,88% 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_32 353280 164485 46,65% 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_32 353280 160282 45,37% 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_32 353280 159224 45,07% 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_32 353280 170969 48,39% 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_64 353280 176832 50,05% 
Table 23 shows percentage of affected samples for uniform24.wav original with non-bit-

transparent conversion in the processing chain. 

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

uniform24 uniform24_convert_32_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
uniform24 uniform24_convert_64_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_32_mod 353280 15230 1 1 15230 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_64_mod 353280 0 0 0  
uniform24 uniform24_2G_32_mod 353280 26572 1 1 26572 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_64_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_32_mod 353280 43927 1.01 2 44558 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_64_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_32_mod 353280 60771 1.05 3 63563 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_64_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_32_mod 353280 11782 1 1 11782 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_64_mod 353280 0 0 0 0 
Table 24 shows comparison results for uniform24.wav original after processing with bit-

transparent conversion. 

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

uniform24 uniform24_convert_32_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 ramp24_convert_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_32_mod 353280 15230 4,31% 
uniform24 uniform24_1G_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_32_mod 353280 26572 7,52% 
uniform24 uniform24_2G_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_32_mod 353280 43927 12,43% 
uniform24 uniform24_3G_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_32_mod 353280 60771 17,20% 
uniform24 uniform24_4G_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_32_mod 353280 11782 3,34% 
uniform24 uniform24_700dB_64_mod 353280 0 0,00% 
Table 25 shows percentage of affected samples for uniform24.wav original with bit-

transparent conversion in the processing chain. 
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Fig 32 Shows percentage of affected samples after processing over the amount of calculations 

performed, excluding the calculations in the conversion process for uniform24.wav original 

and using the 32 bit floating point intermediate format and the bit-transparent conversion. 

The 700 dB processing chain is excluded here. 

 

Fig. 32 displays a similar relationship between the number of calculations and the percentage 
of samples changed. Pearson correlation coefficient for the percentage of samples changed as 
a function of the square root of the number of calculations is 0.9942 and a fitted linear 
regression model has an R2 value of 0.9885. 
 

 
Fig. 33 shows the percentage of samples changed as a function of the square root of 

calculations performed (blue dots) with fitted regression line (red) for 24 bit white noise 

 

Note the similarities of the results from the white noise files and the ramp files. 
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4.2.3 16 bit Gaussian noise 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

gaussian16 gaussian16_convert_32 2646016 22598 1 1 22598 
gaussian16 gaussian16_convert_64 2646016 22598 1 1 22598 
gaussian16 gaussian16_1G_32 2646016 22660 1 1 22660 
gaussian16 gaussian16_1G_64 2646016 22598 1 1 22598 
gaussian16 gaussian16_2G_32 2646016 22665 1 1 22665 
gaussian16 gaussian16_2G_64 2646016 22608 1 1 22608 
gaussian16 gaussian16_3G_32 2646016 22677 1 1 22677 
gaussian16 gaussian16_3G_64 2646016 22608 1 1 22608 
gaussian16 gaussian16_4G_32 2646016 22778 1 1 22778 
gaussian16 gaussian16_4G_64 2646016 22608 1 1 22608 
gaussian16 gaussian16_700dB_32 2646016 22616 1 1 22616 
gaussian16 gaussian16_700dB_64 2646016 22598 1 1 22598 
Table 26 shows the results of the comparisons of the gaussian16.wav original file and the 

resulting files after processing.  

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

gaussian16 gaussian16_convert_32 2646016 22598 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_convert_64 2646016 22598 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_1G_32 2646016 22660 0,86% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_1G_64 2646016 22598 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_2G_32 2646016 22665 0,86% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_2G_64 2646016 22608 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_3G_32 2646016 22677 0,86% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_3G_64 2646016 22608 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_4G_32 2646016 22778 0,86% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_4G_64 2646016 22608 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_700dB_32 2646016 22616 0,85% 
gaussian16 gaussian16_700dB_64 2646016 22598 0,85% 
Table 27 shows the percentage of affected samples in the comparison between the 16 bit 

original gaussian16.wav file and the resulting files of the processing. The effects are more or 

less similar for all comparisons. 

 

The 16 bit Gaussian random numbers approximate how rock music will be affected by the use 
of either 32 bit or 64 bit floating point formats in the intermediate storage. There appears to be 
only very small differences when the input and output are 16 bits. 
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4.2.4 24 bit Gaussian noise 
 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_32 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_32 2646016 43488 1 1 43488 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_32 2646016 61367 1 2 61371 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_32 2646016 80296 1 2 80336 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_32 2646016 104260 1 2 104360 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_32 2646016 46104 1 1 46104 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_64 2646016 22609 1 1 22609 
Table 28 shows the comparisons between the 24 bit Gaussian original file and the resulting 

files from the processing.  

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_32 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_32 2646016 43488 1,64% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_32 2646016 61367 2,32% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_32 2646016 80296 3,03% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_32 2646016 104260 3,94% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_32 2646016 46104 1,74% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_64 2646016 22609 0,85% 
Table 29 Show the percentage of affected samples in the comparison between the 24 bit 

Gaussian original and the resulting files after processing. 

 

In table 29 it can be seen that the same tendency appears for Gaussian random numbers as for 
the white noise and the ramp files where the percentage of deviating samples increase with 
increasing numbers of calculations. 
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File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_32_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_32_mod 2646016 87 1 1 87 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_32_mod 2646016 2425 1 1 2425 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_32_mod 2646016 9422 1 2 9424 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_32_mod 2646016 21262 1 2 21273 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_32_mod 2646016 344 1 1 344 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_64_mod 2646016 0 0 0 0 

Table 30 Show the comparison results of the 24 bit Gaussian original file and the resulting 

files after processing when the transparent conversion is used. 

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_convert_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_1G_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,09% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_2G_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,36% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_3G_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,80% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_4G_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_32_mod 2646016 2646016 0,01% 
gaussian24 gaussian24_700dB_64_mod 2646016 2646016 0,00% 
Table 31 Show the percentage of deviating sample values in the comparison results of the 24 

bit Gaussian original file and the resulting files after processing when the transparent 

conversion is used. 

 
Again we see the same tendencies in table 27 and table 28 as before where the 32-bit 
intermediate chain produce increasing number of deviations from the original while the 64 bit 
chain is not affected. However for Gaussian random numbers these deviations are far less than 
in the white noise or ramp signals. 
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4.2.5 16-bit Laplacian noise 
 
File 1 File 2 samples n 

difference 
m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

laplace16 laplace16_convert_32 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_convert_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_1G_32 2646000 1025 1 1 1025 
laplace16 laplace16_1G_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_2G_32 2646000 1027 1 1 1027 
laplace16 laplace16_2G_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_3G_32 2646000 1027 1 1 1027 
laplace16 laplace16_3G_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_4G_32 2646000 1035 1 1 1035 
laplace16 laplace16_4G_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
laplace16 laplace16_700dB_32 2646000 1021 1 1 1021 
laplace16 laplace16_700dB_64 2646000 1020 1 1 1020 
Table 32 shows the results of the comparisons of the laplace16.wav original file and the 

resulting files after processing.  

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

laplace16 laplace16_convert_32 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_convert_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_1G_32 2646000 1025 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_1G_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_2G_32 2646000 1027 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_2G_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_3G_32 2646000 1027 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_3G_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_4G_32 2646000 1035 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_4G_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_700dB_32 2646000 1021 0,04% 
laplace16 laplace16_700dB_64 2646000 1020 0,04% 
Table 33 shows the percentage of affected samples in the comparison between the 16 bit 

original Laplacian random numbers sound file and the resulting files of the processing. The 

percentage is equal to two decimal places however the absolute number of deviations differs 

slightly. 
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4.2.6 24 bit Laplacian noise 
 
File 1 File 2 samples n 

difference 
m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

laplace24 laplace24_convert_32 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_convert_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_32 2646000 2248 1 1 2248 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_32 2646000 6558 1 2 3561 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_32 2646000 5261 1 2 5266 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_32 2646000 8479 1 3 8491 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_32 2646000 2722 1 1 2722 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_64 2646000 946 1 1 946 

Table 33 shows the comparisons between the 24 bit Laplacian random numbers original 

sound file and the resulting files after processing.  

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

laplace24 laplace24_convert_32 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_convert_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_32 2646000 2248 0,08% 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_32 2646000 6558 0,25% 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_32 2646000 5261 0,20% 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_32 2646000 8479 0,32% 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_32 2646000 2722 0,10% 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_64 2646000 946 0,04% 
Table 34 shows the percentage of affected samples in the comparison between the 24 bit 

original Laplacian random numbers sound file and the resulting files of the processing. The 

32 bit intermediate format produces a larger percentage of affected samples than the 64 bit in 

all but the only-conversion conditions. 
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File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

m 
difference 

max 
difference 

cumulative 
difference 

laplace24 laplace24_convert_32_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_convert_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_32_mod 2646000 5 1 1 5 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_32_mod 2646000 136 1 1 136 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_32_mod 2646000 592 1 1 592 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_32_mod 2646000 1500 1 2 1501 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_32_mod 2646000 14 1 1 14 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_64_mod 2646000 0 0 0 0 
Table 35 shows the results of the comparison between the original laplace24.wav sound file 

and the files after processing when the transparent conversion is used.  

 

File 1 File 2 samples n 
difference 

difference 
percentage 

laplace24 laplace24_convert_32_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_convert_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_32_mod 2646000 5 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_1G_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_32_mod 2646000 136 0,01% 
laplace24 laplace24_2G_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_32_mod 2646000 592 0,02% 
laplace24 laplace24_3G_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_32_mod 2646000 1500 0,06% 
laplace24 laplace24_4G_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_32_mod 2646000 14 0,00% 
laplace24 laplace24_700dB_64_mod 2646000 0 0,00% 
Table 36 shows the percentage of affected sample in the comparison between the original 

laplace24.wav sound file and the files after processing when the transparent conversion is 

used.  

 

The Laplacian random numbers display the same trend as is seen with the earlier test signals. 
However, here the amount of deviations is still lower than for the Gaussian numbers. 
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5. Discussion 
 

5.1 Ramp file testing 
 
The data in the results section 4.1 reveal that how the audio material is converted from fixed 
point to floating point and back is important for how any intermediate processing will affect 
the output. If the conversion is not done transparently a 16 bit fixed point original will have a 
few more sample values changed if the intermediate format is 32 bit floating point than if it is 
64 bit floating point as one might expect. However, the difference is very small. Interestingly 
though, if the input and output is 24 bit fixed point, and the conversion is not transparent, the 
number of deviations actually decreases in each subsequent processing condition. This is a 
highly unexpected finding. Logically it would be the opposite since a 32 bit format has less 
precision and thus larger quantization errors should be expected. It appears as if some of these 
rounding errors offset the original deviations introduced by the conversion and this then leads 
to fewer samples deviating from the original. There might be a turning point where instead the 
32 bit chain instead starts to produce more errors again, however, this is unclear from this 
study. It is however worth noting that while the number of deviating samples decreases the 
maximum deviation, in terms of quantization levels, increase as well as the mean deviation. 
Therefore there is indeed an increasing amount of distortion being added to the audio data. 
The 64 bit intermediate format is hardly affected by this  
 
If the conversion is transparent and the input and output is in 16 bit fixed point, a 32 bit and a 
64 bit intermediate format will not produce any deviations from the original and thus the 
audio chain will be transparent. If the input and output is instead 24 bit fixed point the 64 bit 
intermediate format will not introduce deviations from the original, but the 32 bit will. The 
percentage of deviations will increase with the square root of the numbers of calculations as is 
seen in fig.30, fig 31, fig 32 and fig.33. The fact that the deviations seem to increase in such a 
predictable manner is important for the design engineer as this allows him/her to weigh these 
errors against the additional memory the audio will allocate in the primary memory of the 
computer. Perhaps these errors may be deemed acceptable for some calculations in memory 
intensive tasks. Not only does the number of deviations increase with the number of 
calculations but they also appear to grow in magnitude as both the maximum deviation and 
the mean deviation are increasing. 
 
It is also worth noticing that the extreme gain changing of 700 dB does not appear to have any 
larger effect on the audio than any other calculation.  
 

5.2 White noise 
 
White noise is not a musical signal nor does it necessarily contain all of the valid sample 
values at a given word length. However, this type of signal is often used in research where 
testing of audio equipment is carried out. The results in this thesis suggest that this is indeed a 
valid approach, since the results are comparable to the ramp files. One may think of it like 
sampling participants for an experiment. If the sample is randomly selected from the 
population of interest the sample is likely representative of the population as a whole. This 
appears to be true for white noise as well since they show similar results in the comparisons 
with the original files as the ramp files. 
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5.3 Estimation of the effect on real audio signals 
 
First of all, the statistical properties of the music signals described in section 3.1 are based on 
small samples of music. However, considering the distribution coherency of the 5 music 
samples in the two genres it appears as if these are still valid approximations of real music 
signals. Since the CDs were not chosen at random, however, the tracks in turn are not truly a 
random sample of music from the genre. Furthermore very broad terms such as classical or 
rock are used as descriptors for the music in question. While this is common in research 
articles (see for example [6] and [18]) it may be hard for the reader to decipher what is 
actually meant by these terms. This is also obvious considering what music samples were 
chosen for this thesis as they differ quite a lot from each other. Another issue with this method 
is that CD audio material is used. CD audio material is often processed in the mastering and 
often, especially in contemporary styles and productions, dynamically limited to achieve a 
louder average level and thus make the tracks appear louder to the listener. 
 
Due to the relatively straight lines in the QQ-plots in of the music signals using random 
numbers to approximate real music signals in the way that is done in this thesis appears to be 
a powerful way to estimate how real music signals will be affected by the processing.  
 
While the negative effects on the audio quality appears to be rather large in section 4.1, when 
the Gaussian and Laplacian random numbers are used they appear to be far less troublesome. 
Not even the nontransparent fixed to floating point conversion appears as troublesome when 
tested with these random numbers. When the ramp files and the white noise files were used, 
roughly half of the sample values were changed by the nontransparent conversion, while, 
when the Gaussian and Laplacian random numbers were used not even 1% of the sample 
values were changed. This is very important to notice. Furthermore, while the deviations 
increase when the 32 bit intermediate format is used, they do not increase as much as when 
the ramp and the white noise files were used, neither in magnitude nor in numbers. It is also 
worth noting that the Laplacian random numbers show less deviation from the original than 
the Gaussian random numbers. Since the Laplacian random numbers approximate classical 
music and the Gaussian approximate rock music, this is an important aspect to notice since it 
may appear counterintuitive to many engineers. Many believe that higher quality equipment is 
necessary to accurately capture and preserve classical music than rock music but these data 
suggest the opposite.  
 

5.4 Practical implications 
 
While it was stated in section 1.2 Purpose and Limitations, that, whether any differences 
detected were audible will not be treated, a small discussion on this subject may be 
appropriate.  
 
The largest deviation from the original in the results section is 4 quantization levels in 24 bit 
output (see Table 16 in section 4.1.2). If it is assumed that this deviation is not correlated with 
the signal, this would result in noise at -132 dBFS. This is beyond the dynamic range of 
human hearing [5, p. 70] and thus it is unlikely to be audible. It is however possible to encode 
audio data into storage formats that require extreme bit transparency throughout the 
distribution or signal chain for successful decoding. This kind of packaged data could thus be 
severely impacted if it would be converted to 32 bit floating point and processed for whatever 
reason. This could cause unexpected noises and distortions of the audio or, even worse, 
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complete failure to decode the data. Thus, when bit transparency is of the highest priority, it is 
highly recommended to use 64 bit floating point over 32 bit in the intermediate signal chain if 
the original fixed point format cannot be used.  
 
It is also important for the practicing engineer to ensure that any conversion to floating point 
in their signal chain is done transparently. 
 
Note also that the use of 64 bit floating point for all multiplication coefficients in this thesis 
results in an implicit conversion of 32 bit data to 64 bit during the calculation. The ecological 
validity of this is debatable. It would be logical to use 32 bit formats for processing 
coefficients if the intermediate format too is 32 bit. This may cause even more deviations 
from the intended results since there will be less precision in the number representation during 
the calculation and thus more, and larger, rounding errors may occur. 
 

5.5 Reliability and validity 
 
The reliability of the study carried out in this thesis is extremely high. Identical inputs will 
always results in the same output simply because they are generated algorithmically. A 
cautionary note however, is that different computer processors may use other than IEEE 
standard floating point representation and this may cause some variability in the results.  
 
The internal validity is also very high. The research procedure is extremely controlled since 
the coding was done from scratch. This ensures that no hidden processes may act as 
confounding variables and thus it is possible to know exactly what happens to every sample. 
Furthermore, the processes are not dependent on the surrounding samples since each sample 
is processed individually. This means that the test signals, while not having ecological 
validity, are appropriate stimuli for the simulated audio chain. 
 
The ecological validity may, in part, be debatable. The use of 64 bits in the multiplication 
coefficients in the gain processes may not be applicable to real world scenarios when the 
intermediate audio format is 32 bits. It is also highly unlikely that an engineer would change 
the gain of an audio signal in one direction and then restore the gain at a later stage, at least 
not before any additional processing has taken place. It is not likely that an engineer would 
use counteracting processes that, in theory, would produce an output that is identical to the 
input. Furthermore it is unreasonable that an engineer would use such extreme level changes 
as 700 dB. The results, however, do show similar rounding errors for this as a more realistic 
level change of 3 dB, and thus this unrealistic scenario does not invalidate the results. Gain 
adjustments in general however, are very common in audio production. It is, in fact, likely the 
most common processing of all, and thus the study does show some strong ecological validity 
in this context. 
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6. Future research 
 
This thesis has just barely scratched the surface on this topic. Therefore, based on the results 
of this thesis, a number of recommended questions for research can be made. 
 

• Analyze what sample values are actually changed by the processing. Are there 
values that are more likely to be changed by processing and re-quantization 
than others? 

• Relating to the previous point: is there a relation between what processing is 
applied and what sample values are changed? For example, if the research 
design is similar to what’s been done for this thesis, is there a relation between 
gain coefficients and what samples are changed? 

• How will the word length of the intermediate format affect more advanced 
algorithms? Some work relating to this was done by Moorer [16] and is 
covered in the introduction section of this thesis and it would be possible to 
build a research question from this thesis in combination with the work done 
by Moorer. It would be interesting to test the difference between 32 bit floating 
point and 64 bit as opposed to Moorers [16] comparison between fixed and 
floating point. 

• Further investigate the relation between number of calculations and deviations 
from the original file. This research could be done similarly to this but use a 
greater number of calculations. 

• Investigate if there are “nice” numbers for gain coefficients that produce less 
deviation and if so what are these coefficients? 

• Investigate whether these deviations would be audible and if so, how many 
steps of processing are required before they become audible.  

• Investigate how dither may interact with or counteract the rounding errors. 
 
An additional area of research could be on how to construct a floating-point ADC for 
professional audio use. Whether this is plausible or not and how this will affect the audio 
quality in subsequent editing and processing. 
 
Further analysis could also be done on the statistical properties of music signals on a bit or 
sample value level as opposed to RMS values as in [18]. This could build a strong foundation 
for future research in predicting effects on real music signals. 
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7. Summary 
 
In this thesis a digital audio signal chain has been simulated using either 32 bit floating point 
or 64 bit floating point intermediate storage formats. The two signal chains are compared to 
each other in terms of audio quality and bit accuracy. Some different conditions are used in 
the simulated audio chain that use varying amounts of calculations were used. This is to test if 
the rounding errors occurring due to re-quantization after every calculation will have an effect 
on the output fixed point. These processes are always in pairs of two where the first one 
changes the sample values with a factor of <1 and the second reverses this calculation so that 
if no rounding errors would occur, the output of the processing would be the identical to the 
input.  
 
Two different methods of converting from fixed point to floating point and vice versa are also 
used. One that is in theory bit transparent by multiplying by the same factor in both 
conversions and the other is not bit transparent as the multiplication coefficients differ 
between the conversion to and the conversion from floating point. The second approach is 
used by the C/C++ library libsndfile [14] when the functions of the library are also used to 
convert between fixed and floating point. This approach is motivated by the fact that floating 
point audio sample values are valid within the range of -1.0 to +1.0 and fixed point use 
integers so the fixed point values must be scaled down to fit within this range. Since, in fixed 
point representation there is one more negative sample value than there are positive values, 
the scaling down is done by the largest absolute value of the fixed point word length. In 16-bit 
fixed point the largest positive value is 32767 and the largest negative value is -32768. Each 
individual sample value is thus divided by 32768 when 16 bit audio is converted to floating 
point. Since the full range of -1.0 through +1.0 is valid in floating point, multiplying by 32768 
to convert back to fixed point is difficult since this would result in an overflow and thus 
clipping of the fixed point output. Therefore, with this approach the sample are instead 
multiplied by 32767 when converting back to fixed point, as this will not produce any 
clipping, however, some sample values will be changed. The other approach, multiplying with 
the same number as the initial division when converting back to fixed point, is plausible to use 
if the developer can ensure that the floating point values never exceed 0.999969482421875 
when converting to 16 bit fixed point. 
 
In professional digital audio there are no ADCs or DACs that produce floating-point numbers 
directly and thus the two signal chains are compared at the output to fixed point and the input 
to the simulated signal chains are fixed point audio files using either 16 or 24 bit .wav format. 
To test the signal chains a number of test signals has been generated: a “ramp file” that steps 
through each of the valid sample values of the used fixed point word length, a white noise 
signal, a sound file with sample values from a Gaussian distribution and a sound file with 
sample values from a Laplacian distribution. All of these are produced in two versions, 16 bit 
fixed point and 24 bit fixed point. The Gaussian numbers approximate rock music and the 
Laplacian numbers approximate classical music. Some previous studies [6] [18] has examined 
the statistical properties of music signals however standard deviations are not presented in 
these. Therefore 5 audio samples from rock music and 5 from classical music are analyzed to 
determine the characteristics of the music signals. QQ-plots were also generated using Octave 
to test whether these audio samples in fact comes from a Gaussian and a Laplacian 
distribution. The conclusion of this analysis is that classical music can be approximated with 
Laplacian random numbers and rock music by Gaussian random numbers. The mean of the 
means of the audio samples, and the mean standard deviation of the audio samples analyzed 
are used as parameters for the random number generators. 
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Testing the audio chains has revealed that when processing 16 bit fixed point both the 32 bit 
and the 64 bit intermediate storage produce similar results. However processing of the 24 bit 
ramp file and white noise file in 32 bit causes rounding errors large enough to change a large 
number of sample-values at the output. The percentage of affected samples when these files 
are processed with 32 bit floating point increase by the square root of the number of 
calculations performed, this linear regression model has an R2 value of 0.9892 for the ramp 
file and 0.9885 for the white noise file.  
 
When real music signals are approximated with random numbers the percentage of 
differences between output and input are much smaller however the 64 bit floating point 
format still performs better in the conditions tested than the 32 bit format. 
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Appendix A: filenames 
 
Here, all filenames are specified as described in section 3.4. 
 
Table A1 

ramp16 files, non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

ramp16_convert_32.wav ramp16.wav N/A 32 bit 
ramp16_convert_64.wav ramp16.wav N/A 64 bit 
ramp16_700dB_32.wav ramp16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_700dB_64.wav ramp16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_1G_32.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_1G_64.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_2G_32.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_2G_64.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_3G_32.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_3G_64.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_4G_32.wav ramp16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 

dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

ramp16_4G_64.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 
Table A2 

ramp16 files, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

ramp16_convert_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav N/A 32 bit 
ramp16_convert_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav N/A 64 bit 
ramp16_700dB_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_700dB_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_1G_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_1G_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_2G_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
ramp16_2G_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
ramp16_3G_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 

dB 
32 bit 

ramp16_3G_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB 

64 bit 

ramp16_4G_32_mod.wav ramp16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 
dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

ramp16_4G_64_mod.wav ramp16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 
dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A3 

ramp24 files non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

ramp24_convert_32.wav ramp24.wav N/A 32 bit 
ramp24_convert_64.wav ramp24.wav N/A 64 bit 
ramp24_700dB_32.wav ramp24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_700dB_64.wav ramp24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_1G_32.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_1G_64.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_2G_32.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_2G_64.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_3G_32.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 

dB 
32 bit 

ramp24_3G_64.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB 

64 bit 

ramp24_4G_32.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

ramp24_4G_64.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 
Table A4 

ramp24 files transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

ramp24_convert32_mod.wav ramp24.wav N/A 32 bit 
ramp24_convert64_mod.wav ramp24.wav N/A 64 bit 
ramp24_700dB_32_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_700dB_64_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_1G_32_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_1G_64_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_2G_32_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
ramp24_2G_64_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
ramp24_3G_32_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 

dB 
32 bit 

ramp24_3G_64_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB 

64 bit 

ramp24_4G_32_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

ramp24_4G_64_mod.wav ramp24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 2 
dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 25 dB, 
+/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A5 

Uniform16 files, non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

uniform16_convert_32.wav uniform16.wav N/A 32 bit 
uniform16_convert_64.wav uniform16.wav N/A 64 bit 
uniform16_700dB_32.wav uniform16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_700dB_64.wav uniform16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_1G_32.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_1G_64.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_2G_32.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_2G_64.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_3G_32.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

uniform16_3G_64.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

uniform16_4G_32.wav uniform16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

uniform16_4G_64.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A6 

Uniform16 files, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

uniform16_convert_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav N/A 32 bit 
uniform16_convert_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav N/A 64 bit 
uniform16_700dB_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_700dB_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_1G_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_1G_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_2G_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
uniform16_2G_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
uniform16_3G_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

uniform16_3G_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

uniform16_4G_32_mod.wav uniform16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

uniform16_4G_64_mod.wav uniform16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A7 

Uninform24, non –transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

uniform24_convert_32.wav uniform24.wav N/A 32 bit 
uniform24_convert_64.wav uniform24.wav N/A 64 bit 
uniform24_700dB_32.wav uniform24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_700dB_64.wav uniform24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_1G_32.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_1G_64.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_2G_32.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_2G_64.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_3G_32.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 

2 dB 
32 bit 

uniform24_3G_64.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB 

64 bit 

uniform24_4G_32.wav uniform24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

uniform24_4G_64.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A8 

Uninform24, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

uniform24_convert_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav N/A 32 bit 
uniform24_convert_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav N/A 64 bit 
uniform24_700dB_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_700dB_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_1G_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_1G_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_2G_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
uniform24_2G_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
uniform24_3G_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

uniform24_3G_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

uniform24_4G_32_mod.wav uniform24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

uniform24_4G_64_mod.wav uniform24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A9 

gaussian16 files, non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

gaussian16_convert_32.wav gaussian16.wav N/A 32 bit 
gaussian16_convert_64.wav gaussian16.wav N/A 64 bit 
gaussian16_700dB_32.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_700dB_64.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_1G_32.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_1G_64.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_2G_32.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_2G_64.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_3G_32.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

gaussian16_3G_64.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

gaussian16_4G_32.wav gaussian16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

gaussian16_4G_64.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A10 

gaussian16 files, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

gaussian16_convert_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav N/A 32 bit 
gaussian16_convert_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav N/A 64 bit 
gaussian16_700dB_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_700dB_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_1G_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_1G_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_2G_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
gaussian16_2G_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
gaussian16_3G_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

gaussian16_3G_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

gaussian16_4G_32_mod.wav gaussian16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 
dB, +/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

gaussian16_4G_64_mod.wav gaussian16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 
dB, +/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A11 

gaussian24 files non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate 
format (floating 
point) 

gaussian24_convert_32.wav gaussian24.wav N/A 32 bit 
gaussian24_convert_64.wav gaussian24.wav N/A 64 bit 
gaussian24_700dB_32.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_700dB_64.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_1G_32.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_1G_64.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_2G_32.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_2G_64.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_3G_32.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

gaussian24_3G_64.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

gaussian24_4G_32.wav gaussian24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

gaussian24_4G_64.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A12 

gaussian24 files transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate 
format (floating 
point) 

gaussian24_convert_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav N/A 32 bit 
gaussian24_convert_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav N/A 64 bit 
gaussian24_700dB_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_700dB_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_1G_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_1G_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_2G_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
gaussian24_2G_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
gaussian24_3G_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

gaussian24_3G_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

gaussian24_4G_32_mod.wav gaussian24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 
dB, +/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

gaussian24_4G_64_mod.wav gaussian24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 
dB, +/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A13 

laplace16 files, non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

    
laplace16_convert_32.wav laplace16.wav N/A 32 bit 
laplace16_convert_64.wav laplace16.wav N/A 64 bit 
laplace16_700dB_32.wav laplace16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_700dB_64.wav laplace16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_1G_32.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_1G_64.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_2G_32.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_2G_64.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_3G_32.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 

2 dB 
32 bit 

laplace16_3G_64.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB 

64 bit 

laplace16_4G_32.wav laplace16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

laplace16_4G_64.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A14 

laplace16 files, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

    
laplace16_convert_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav N/A 32 bit 
laplace16_convert_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav N/A 64 bit 
laplace16_700dB_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_700dB_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_1G_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_1G_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_2G_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
laplace16_2G_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
laplace16_3G_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

laplace16_3G_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

laplace16_4G_32_mod.wav laplace16.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

laplace16_4G_64_mod.wav laplace16.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Table A15 

laplace24 files, non-transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

laplace24_convert_32.wav laplace24.wav N/A 32 bit 
laplace24_convert_64.wav laplace24.wav N/A 64 bit 
laplace24_700dB_32.wav laplace24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_700dB_64.wav laplace24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_1G_32.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_1G_64.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_2G_32.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_2G_64.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_3G_32.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 

2 dB 
32 bit 

laplace24_3G_64.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB 

64 bit 

laplace24_4G_32.wav laplace24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

laplace24_4G_64.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, +/- 
2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, +/- 
25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 

 

Table A16 

laplace24 files, transparent conversion 

File name File origin Processing Intermediate format 
(floating point) 

laplace24_convert_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav N/A 32 bit 
laplace24_convert_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav N/A 64 bit 
laplace24_700dB_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 700 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_700dB_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 700 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_1G_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_1G_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_2G_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 32 bit 
laplace24_2G_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB 64 bit 
laplace24_3G_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 

+/- 2 dB 
32 bit 

laplace24_3G_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB 

64 bit 

laplace24_4G_32_mod.wav laplace24.wav  +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

32 bit 

laplace24_4G_64_mod.wav laplace24.wav +/- 3 dB, +/- 8 dB, +/-16 dB, 
+/- 2 dB, +/- 22 dB, +/- 12 dB, 
+/- 25 dB, +/- 27 dB 

64 bit 
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Appendix B: Source code 
 
The source code is written in C++ and thus a C++ compiler must be used to compile the 
programs.  The libsndfile [19] library has been used in all programs and thus needs to be 
available for compilation. This library must also be linked at compile time. For the Gaussian 
and the Laplacian file writers the appropriate Boost [20] libraries must also be used. However 
the Boost libraries do not require compile time linking; only the appropriate header files must 
be included in the code. 
 
Some of the source code presented in this section is complete and can thus be compiled as it 
is. The full source code however is available through correspondence with the author of this 
thesis. If the code is complete it will be explicitly stated so. 
 
The code is commented, however, to completely understand it some understanding of C++ is 
required. The code can be recognized by the use of a different font. For those unfamiliar with 
C++ a comment is written after //. This tells the compiler to ignore everything that follows on 
this line. Comments also use blue color here. 
 

Appendix B1, File writers 
 
The complete source code for the 16 bit ramp file writer is available below. 
 
//Filename: ramp16.cpp 
//Code by: Erik Grundström 
//Last modified Date: 2013-03-06 
//============================================================= 
// Description: 
// This program creates a sound file that steps through every valid sample value in a 16 bit 
// .wav file. 
//============================================================= 
 
#include <iostream>  // include the standard library iostream 
#include <sndfile.h>  // include the header file for libsndfile 
 
using namespace std;  // tells the compiler to use the standard namespace by default 
 
#define BUFLEN 512  // Defines the size of the buffer arrays. Here it is set to 512 samples 
 
int main() 
{ 
   short buffer[BUFLEN];    // buffer array that temporary stores the generated values 
   SNDFILE *outfile;        //This is a pointer to the output soundfile 
   SF_INFO sf_info;    // the SF_INFO struct stores header information of the output .wav file 
   int si= 0;                   //This variable stores the sample index 
   int max_si = 65536; //The maximum sample index for this file 
   short sample= -32768;  // This is the starting sample value 
   int count;                       // This variable counts how many samples are written by sf_write 
   int count_tot = 0;           // The total numbers of samples written to the file 
 
    sf_info.format = SF_FORMAT_WAV | SF_FORMAT_PCM_16; //Input file format in sf.info 
    sf_info.channels=1;                                                                     // number of channels 
    sf_info.samplerate=44100;                                                         // sample rate 
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   if (! (outfile = sf_open ("ramp16.wav", SFM_WRITE, &sf_info))) //Create soundfile for writing 
   { 
      cout << "Not possible to create file. " << endl;             // If file creation fails, this message is shown 
      return 1; 
    }; 
 
    while ( si < max_si)   // This while loop keeps the program running while the current sample index 
    {                                 // is lower than the maximum sample index0 
       for (int i=0; i<BUFLEN; i++)  
       { 
          buffer[i] = sample;  // input the current sample value in buffer index i 
          sample++;               // Increase the current sample value by 1 
          si++;                       // increase sample index by 1 
 
       } 
          count = sf_write_short (outfile, buffer, BUFLEN);  // write the current buffer to the soundfile 
          count_tot = count_tot + count;  // add the current number of samples written to the total 
     } 
 
   cout << "File generation complete!" << endl << endl; // Print the message in “” to the console screen 
   cout << count_tot << " Samples written." << endl; 
   sf_close (outfile);  //close the soundfile  
   
   return 0; 
} 

 
The 24 bit ramp file writing software is almost identical to the 16 bit ramp file software. 
However after the sample is input to the buffer array a line the following line is added: 
 
   buffer[i]=buffer[i]<<8 
 
This shifts the bits of the buffer 8 steps to the right as is explained in section 3.2.1. Instead of 
short data types int’s are used in the 24 bit version. 
 
The white noise file writers are similar to this as well however these two lines must be 
included in the source code: 
 
   #include <boost/random/mersenne_twister.hpp>  
   #include <boost/random/uniform_int_distribution.hpp> 
 
The first of these lines is the header file for the pseudo random number generator algorithm. 
The second is the header for the functions that transforms the random numbers output by the 
random number generator to the distribution and the range that is specified. 
 
How the random number generation looks in the 16 bit file is presented below. This is only a 
snippet of code and cannot be compiled directly. 
 
   boost::random::mt19937 twister; // This line initiates the random number generator 
   boost::random::uniform_int_distribution<> dist(-32768,32767); // this line specifies that the 
   //desired distribution is uniform and in the range of -32768 through 32767. 
   for (int i=0; i<BUFLEN; i++)  // The following lines generates random numbers using the  
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{                                       // generator and the distribution initialized and specified in the previous lines 
   buffer[i] = dist(twister); // into the buffer array at index i 
} 
 
Since the Laplacian numbers are read from a .txt file this include line is in the program 
 
#include <boost/lexical_cast.hpp> 
 
This function can convert the numbers in character data types to numbers in numeric data 
types in C++ in a very simple way. The lines that reads the numbers from the .txt files look 
like this: 
 
getline(input, inputString); // This line reads from the textfle 
if(!input.eof())                //This checks so that the end of file has not been reached.  
{ 
   temp = boost::lexical_cast<int>(inputString); // This converts the character into int numbers 
   buffer[i] = static_cast<short>(temp);  //This line converts from int to short 
} 
 

Processing code 
 
Below is the processing and conversion code using 32 bit floating point intermediate format 
and processing 16 bit sound files. Only the part that converts and processes is used.  
 
for (int i=0; i<BUFLEN; i++) 
{ 
   float_inter_buffer[i] = static_cast<float>(short_in_buffer[i]/32768.0); //Convert to floating-point 
   if (Process == 2) 
   { 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n700dB; //-700dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p700dB; //+700dB 
   }             
   if (Process > 2) 
   { 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n3dB; //-3dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p3dB; //+3dB 
   } 
   if (Process > 3) 
   { 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n8dB; //-8dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p8dB; //+8dB 
   } 
   if (Process > 4) 
   { 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n16dB; //-16dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p16dB; //+16dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n2dB; //-2dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p2dB; //+2dB 
   } 
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   if (Process > 5) 
   { 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n22dB; //-22dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p22dB; //+22dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n12dB; //-12dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p12dB; //+12dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n25dB; //-25dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p25dB; //+25dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * n27dB; //-27dB 
      float_inter_buffer[i] = float_inter_buffer[i] * p27dB; //+27dB 
   } 
   short_out_buffer[i] = static_cast<short>(round(float_inter_buffer[i]*32767)); //Back to fixed point 
 } 

 

Comparison program 
 
Below is the read and comparison code of the comparison program. 
 
read_original = sf_read_short (sndfile_original, buffer_original, BUFLEN);  // read original file 
read_processed = sf_read_short (sndfile_processed, buffer_processed, BUFLEN); //read processed file 
 
while ((read_original > 0) && (read_processed > 0))  //as long as samples are read do the following 
{ 
   for (int i=0; i<BUFLEN; i++) 
   { 
      difference_per_sample = buffer_original[i] - buffer_processed[i]; //subtract current sample value of          
                                                                                                            //processed file from the original file 
      difference_cumulative = difference_cumulative + fabs(difference_per_sample); //add difference to     
                                                                                                              //the cumulative difference variable 
      if( difference_per_sample != 0) 
      {  
         difference_n = difference_n++; // If the result of the preceding subtraction is non-zero add 1 to the   
      }                                                     // number of differences 
      if (difference_max < difference_per_sample) 
      { 
         difference_max = difference_per_sample; // Store the largest difference between original and 
      }                                                                      // processed 
   } 
   read_original = sf_read_short (sndfile_original, buffer_original, BUFLEN); 
   read_processed = sf_read_short (sndfile_processed, buffer_processed, BUFLEN); 
} 
 
 


